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Quantum graphity (QG) is a model of emergent geometry in which space is represented by a dynamical
graph. The graph evolves under the action of a Hamiltonian from a high-energy pregeometric state to a low-
energy state in which geometry emerges as a coarse-grained effective property of space. Here we show the
results of numerical modeling of the evolution of the QG Hamiltonian, a process we term “ripening” by
analogy with crystallographic growth. We find that the model as originally presented favors a graph
composed of small disjoint subgraphs. Such a disconnected space is a poor representation of our Universe.
A new term is introduced to the original QG Hamiltonian, which we call the hypervalence term. It is shown
that the inclusion of a hypervalence term causes a connected latticelike graph to be favored over small
isolated subgraphs.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.92.084007 PACS numbers: 04.60.Pp, 04.60.-m
I. INTRODUCTION
The idea that space-time geometry may not be a
fundamental feature of the Universe has arisen in several
speculative models for the microscopic structure of space
[1], in particular those which aim to formulate a back-
ground independent theory of quantum gravity [2]. This
approach has been taken in research paradigms such as
causal dynamical triangulation [3], group field theory [4]
and structurally dynamic cellular networks [5]. It has been
suggested that the AdS=CFT correspondence in string
theory also indicates that space-time is not fundamental
[6]. To consider geometry to be merely an effective, coarse-
grained property of space-time may resolve some of the
conflicts between quantum theory and general relativity [7].
However, this comes at great technical and conceptual cost.
A quantum theory with no inherent notion of geometry
cannot be formulated with respect to a fixed manifold, nor
can it make use of the usual global symmetries. For this
reason, models of emergent geometry often use the tools of
combinatorics.
One such model is quantum graphity (QG) [8], which
postulates that space is represented as a dynamical graph,
where points in space are represented by vertices of the
graph and adjacencies in space are represented by edges in
the graph. The graph is a purely combinatorial object, so
there is no a priori notion of geometry. Rather, the model is
postulated to possess two distinct thermodynamic phases: a
high-temperature pregeometric phase and a low-temperature
phase with emergent geometry. The transition between these
two phases is called geometrogenesis. QG is a member of
the newly developing family of condensed matter analogue
models of spacetime, which treat space or spacetime itself
as though it were a many-body system [9].
Here we study the growth (ripening) of grains of the
geometric phase starting from the empty graph under the
epitaxial approximation (discussed below). We have
assumed that the formation of spatial grains from a pregeo-
metric graph follows a process analogous to the growth of
crystals. Instead of a homogeneous transition across the
entire graph, we argue that as the graph lowers its energy it
will tend to form distinct grains which then knit together to
form a geometric space. Over time the size of these grains
may increase until they are sufficient to house the Universe.
This picture for the evolution of the graph lends itself to the
formation of domain boundary defects, which have been
shown to have observable consequences [10].
Numerical simulations of ripening under the epitaxial
approximation reveal a tendency for the model to form a
graph consisting of small isolated subgraphs in the low-
energy regime. Here we show that such disjoint graphs are
inevitably lower in energy than connected graphs, given the
Hamiltonian and parameters first proposed for this model
[8]. The formation of a disjoint low-energy graph was first
noted in [11], and here we demonstrate that it remains even
under more accurate calculations. A disjoint ground state is
clearly undesirable for a model that aims to reproduce an
extended geometric space. Therefore, we propose a modi-
fication to the model which may lead to the formation of a
connected space. Under the modified model, introduced in
Sec. IV, the honeycomb graph does become a potential
ground state; however the epitaxial approach fails to reach
this state.*samuel.wilkinson@rmit.edu.au
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The low-temperature phase of QG is assumed to be a
lattice graph, with the geometry of the lattice corresponding
to the emergent geometry of space-time [8]. In particular,
parameters of the model are often chosen so that a regular
two-dimensional honeycomb graph is favored as the
ground state. This is clearly not a representation of our
three-dimensional spatial geometry, but is a useful sim-
plification for studying some general features of the model.
The high-energy pregeometric state has usually been
considered to be the complete graph, in which every vertex
is connected to every other. This graph has no geometrical
interpretation, making it a candidate for pregeometry.
Furthermore, thermodynamic arguments support the notion
that higher-temperature graphs have more edges, making
the graph with the most edges possible a natural maximum
temperature limit [12]. However, the empty graph, in which
there exist vertices but no edges, so that every point in space
is completely isolated, is also a candidate high-temperature
pregeometric graph [11]. This is perhaps more in line with
the concept of a Universe arising spontaneously from
“nothing,” and offers a stronger concept of “spacelessness.”
The geometrogenic phase transition has previously been
studied in the context of QG [12,13] and in graph models
more broadly [14,15]; however a finite-temperature phase
transition has never been explicitly shown to exist. Since its
description in QG, the event of geometrogenesis has been
shown to have a concrete realization in causal dynamical
triangulations, and may also be present in loop quantum
cosmology [16].
II. MODEL
QG begins by postulating that space may be represented
by a simple, undirected graph G, which is defined by two
sets V and E. V is the set of vertices (or nodes) on the graph,
and E is the set of edges, which are unordered pairs of the
elements of V . Two vertices in V , νi and νj, are said to be
connected (or adjacent) if there exists in E an edge ðνi; νjÞ.
This graph is dynamic, in the sense that the set of edges
may change in time; however the set of vertices is taken to
be fixed.
The energetics of the graph are determined by the
Hamiltonian,
H ¼ HV þHL þHhop: ð1Þ
The valence term HV assigns an energy to the graph based
on the valence, or degree, of each vertex,
HV ¼ gV
X
i
epðvi−v0Þ2 ð2Þ
where vi is the valence of the ith vertex, gV is a positive
coupling constant, p is a dimensionless real number and v0
is the “ideal” valence of the graph. HV is minimized when
every vertex in G has vi ¼ v0.
The loops termHL reduces the energy of the graph when
there are more loops,
HL ¼ −gL
XLmax
L¼3
rL
L!
X
i
PðL; νiÞ ð3Þ
where Pðνi; LÞ is a function that counts the number of loops
of length L that pass through vertex νi, r is a dimensionless
real number and gL is a positive coupling constant. For a
discussion of the origin of these factors, we refer the reader
to [8]. As r is varied, we find that 5-loops are dominant over
6-loops for values of r less than 6, and that 7-loops are
dominant over 6-loops for values of r greater than 7.
Between these points, L ¼ 6, so that 6-loops contribute
most significantly to HL. Therefore, we have chosen a
value for r in the middle of this region, r ¼ 6.5. This differs
from the value of r ¼ 7.1 which was used in previous
literature [8]. Repeating our calculations with each of these
two values of r shows no significant difference to our
results except where stated.
Rather than count all loops in the graph, we only
consider shortest-path (SP) loops, as these are the most
relevant for characterizing a latticelike graph with emergent
geometry. SP loops are those that contain no “shortcuts,” so
that the distance between two vertices along the loop is equal
to their distance on the graph. While there exist explicit
algebraic formulas for counting the number of loops on a
graph up to loops of length 7, there exist no such formulas
for SP loops. SP loops are therefore calculated algorithmi-
cally using the method presented in [17]. In Ref. [11], loops
were counted using explicit algebraic formulas for all loops
(not only SP loops) for lengths up to L ¼ 7. Here we wish to
examine graph structures more accurately, so the algorithmic
approach of Ref. [17] is always used.
Finally, Hhop is a kinetic term that allows edges to
propagate through the graph, changing the configuration of
the graph. For a discussion of this term, we again refer the
reader to previous literature [8,11].
As discussed in the Introduction, we take the empty
graph as the initial state of the system.
III. RIPENING UNDER THE EPITAXIAL
APPROXIMATION
Calculating the energy for every possible graph is not
feasible due to the sheer number of graphs on even a
modest number of vertices. Therefore, we make use of the
epitaxial approximation as introduced in [11], with the key
difference here being our constant use of algorithmic loop-
counting methods. In [11], it was shown that when the
model evolves epitaxially on 24 vertices from an empty
initial graph, it achieves a local minimum 3-regular state
which consists of four disjoint subgraphs, and a lower-
energy 4-regular graph which consists of only 3 disjoint
subgraphs. This indicates that the graph evolves from the
empty starting point by forming small grains and merging
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them together, suggesting a process similar to the ripening
that can be seen in many familiar material systems.
In a material system with two phases, one phase may
grow to dominance via the process of Ostwald ripening
[18]. This process occurs due to atoms being less tightly
bound at surfaces than in the bulk of a material, allowing
them to detach from small grains and reattach to larger
grains. Graphs in QG, however, are nonoriented, so the
usual intuition of a “surface” does not exist. However, one
may define a surface in QG as a region of vertices which
deviate from the ideal valence (or, away from the ground
state, have a larger than average value of jvi − v0j). If one
accepts this definition, then the difference in binding
energy between vertices in the bulk and vertices at the
surface is negligible. To be clear, neglecting the loops term
in the Hamiltonian, the energy required to reduce the
valence of a vertex in the bulk to zero is
ΔEB
gV
¼ epv20 − epðvi−v0Þ2 ð4Þ
where vi is the valence of the vertices within the bulk.
The energy required to reduce the valence of a vertex in the
surface to zero is
ΔES
gV
¼ epv20 − epðjvi−v0jþ1Þ2 : ð5Þ
On the other hand, the energy required to promote a vertex
from the bulk to the surface of a grain is
ΔEB→S
gV
¼ epðjvi−v0jþ1Þ2 − epðvi−v0Þ2 : ð6Þ
Tomake this concrete, we calculate these quantities using the
parameters of Konopka et al. [8] and taking the valence of
the bulk vertices to be 2. This gives ΔEB ¼ 4.9017 × 104,
ΔES ¼ 4.8899 × 104 and ΔEB→S ¼ 118.1903. Here it can
be seen explicitly that the energy difference between the bulk
and the surface is negligible compared with the energy
required to reduce the valence of either of them to zero.
The model will grow in a way that reduces the number of
vertices which have the maximum value of jvi − v0j, which
means that when starting from the empty graph the first
stage of evolution is to distribute disjoint edges throughout
the graph. In the next stage of evolution some of these
disjoint edges connect to form small “grains.” Eventually
we have a graph which consists of many small disjoint
subgraphs. It is from this stage that the process we call
ripening can begin.
Consider the case of a k-regular graph consisting of
several disjoint subgraphs where k < v0. There are two
possibilities for adding a single additional edge: the new
edge will either connect two vertices already within the
same grain, or it can connect two formerly disjoint grains to
each other. Which one is favored generally depends on the
definition of loops we employ in HL. Loop-counting based
exclusively on shortest-path loops favors an edge which
connects two formerly disjoint grains, as an internal edge
within a grain will destroy some loops already in place.
More general loop counting, in which all closed paths
contribute to HL (as was used in [11]), favors internal edge
formation as this creates more loops, whereas connecting
two separate grains does not (any walk that begins in one
grain, crosses to the other and then crosses back again to the
initial grain must traverse the newly formed edge twice, so
such a walk cannot be a path and therefore cannot contribute
even in this more general loop counting definition).
The situation from the complete graph is more difficult to
interpret, as it is not easy to see which loops exist on the
edges when looking only at the holes. In principle,
evolution from the complete case should be able to give
rise to grains of geometric space, as well as phase
separation where some regions are in the pregeometric
state while others exhibit local emergent geometry.
However, when the graph is already connected the different
grains will be difficult to identify. Furthermore, algorithmic
loop counting is computationally prohibitive when dealing
with highly connected graphs.
The evolution from the complete graph to a low-energy
v0-regular graph under the epitaxial approximation was
simulated for N ¼ 24 and N ¼ 36 using parameters from
Konopka et al. [8] (gV ¼ 1, gL ¼ 1=500, v0 ¼ 3 and
p ¼ 1.2), with r ¼ 6.5 as discussed above. Important steps
in the evolution of the N ¼ 36 are presented in Fig. 1.
The general features of the evolution presented in Fig. 1
are mostly the same as those that were seen in the N ¼ 24
case. The only significant difference is the fact that the v0-
regular state onN ¼ 24 consists entirely of the symmetrical
cubic structures seen in Fig. 1(d), whereas it is not possible
to populate a graph on 36 vertices entirely with cubes as 36
FIG. 1. (a) The epitaxial growth of spatial domains starting with
the empty graph as the initial graph. (b) The graph always evolves
in a way that reduces the number of vertices with the maximum
value of jvi − v0j, so the first step of evolution is the formation of
isolated edges. (c) Isolated edges then form 4-loops, which knit
together (d) in a process we call “ripening” to form cubic
structures. The graph in (d) is a local minimum, and is lower
in energy than a connected, isotropic honeycomb lattice for the
values of the parameters we have used.
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is not divisible by 8, so a small K4 forms from the
“leftover” vertices. Thus we have a frustrated ground state.
Frustration is expected to be negligible in the N → ∞ limit.
Somewhat surprisingly, the formation of isolated 4-loops
in step (c) of Fig. 1 is more favorable than the formation of
isolated 6-loops. This is because, although 6-loops reduce
the energy more, the graph is able to produce more 4-loops,
so the overall effect is a lower energy. Furthermore,
epitaxial growth will favor the formation of 4-loops as
these minimize the instantaneous energy at each step in
evolution. Even more surprisingly, the ground state con-
figuration in Fig. 1(d) consists of isolated cubes, and not a
connected honeycomb lattice. This cubic state is lower in
energy than a connected, isotropic honeycomb lattice for
the same values of the model parameters, the honeycomb
having an energy of 29.4048 while the isolated cubes have
an energy of 29.0779. This difference is small, but it is
enough to demonstrate that the honeycomb graph is not the
ground state, and the energy gap is expected to grow withN
(see Fig. 3 and the surrounding discussion). The honey-
comb graph does contain more 6-loops than the isolated
cubes [the honeycomb has 2=3 loops per vertex, while the
isolated cubes have 1=2 in the ideal case and 2=9 with the
K4 defect seen in Fig. 1(d)]; however the cubes also have
many 4-loops. It is possible to increase the value of the
Hamiltonian parameter r to a value such that the 4-loops
become negligible. For example, the honeycomb is lower in
energy than the isolated cubes for r ¼ 7.1 (the value used in
previous work on QG [8]); however at this value 7-loops
dominate over 6-loops. If a connected regular graph were to
be favored at all with this value, it would be a graph of
heptagons, which would constitute a hyperbolic rather than
a flat geometry. The crucial consequence of this discussion
is that the connected honeycomb graph cannot be the
ground state of the model, and this generic effect of
favoring disconnected over connected graphs is likely to
hold for other parameter choices.
The process of ripening happens primarily between steps
(c) and (d) in Fig. 1. Two “squares” in (c) knit together to
form “cubes.” The cubes form one by one under the
epitaxial approximation. The formation of a single cube
from two squares is shown in Fig. 2.
In more traditional descriptions of ripening in material
systems, one of the key quantities of interest is the average
radius of particles as a function of time (as well as other
factors such as the coefficient of diffusion). For abstract
graphs with no inherent notion of geometry, the radius of
the graph is defined as the smallest eccentricity of the
graph, the diameter the largest eccentricity, where the
eccentricity of a vertex is the largest possible geodesic
distance to any other vertex on the graph. The case of
ripening in QG as shown in Fig. 2 is interesting because the
diameter of the grains does not increase monotonically.
Rather, we see the diameter of the grains undergo a sharp
increase from 2 to 5 between steps (a) and (b), followed by
a decrease to 3 in step (c) (where it remains). This “two
steps forward, one step back” type of growth is also seen
when the graph transitions from one made up of isolated
edges to one consisting of isolated 4-loops. The radius of
the grains, however, does increase monotonically from 2 to
3. If the graph theoretic concepts of radius and diameter
apply to the emergent geometry, this implies a picture
where space forms by expansion, followed by slight
contraction. However, the extent to which the graph
theoretic notion of diameter of the grains corresponds to
the geometric concept of the diameter of a space is unclear.
Another way in which the evolution observed here
differs from ripening in material systems is that the process
occurs mostly homogeneously. The 4-cycles in Fig. 1(c)
form one at a time, but cubic structures do not begin to form
until there are no remaining vertices of degree 1. Likewise,
the 4-cycles themselves do not begin to form until there are
no remaining vertices of degree 0. The graph goes through
distinct stages of evolution, but goes through them uni-
formly. This is in contrast to the nucleation and phase
separation that is observed when material systems undergo
ripening. This feature is most likely a consequence of both
the epitaxial approximation and the form of HV , which
causes evolution to focus on vertices of the maximum value
of jvi − v0j above all else.
Our simulation shows that the formation of two separate
grains in this model is preferable to a regular lattice
spreading out from the boundary of a honeycomb grain.
We may then expect that a QG model with the empty graph
as a high-energy starting point tends to form disjoint
subgraphs. Such disconnected states can be lower in energy
than a connected, extended lattice. Indeed, the cubic graph
seen in Fig. 1(d) is lower in energy than an isotropic
connected honeycomb lattice on the same number of
vertices. This undermines an assumption of the model that
the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) favors an extended honeycomb
lattice.
FIG. 2. The evolution of the graph from one consisting of
4-cycles seen in Fig. 1(c) to one constituted by cubic structures
seen in Fig. 1(d) is presented step by step. Each subfigure in
sequence represents the formation of one additional edge.
Interestingly, the diameter of each grain increases from 2 in
(a) to 4 in (b), before decreasing back to 3 in (c). This is in
contrast to the material version of Ostwald ripening, where the
average diameter of large particles grows monotonically.
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Honeycomb lattice grains have the topology of a flat
torus, so that there are no “loose ends” (no vertices with
vi ≠ v0). This can be thought of as a rectangle with
opposite edges identified, tiled with a honeycomb lattice.
The “lengths” of the two sides of this rectangle (alter-
natively, the minor and major circumference of the torus)
are important, as when the sides are of length 6 then 6-loops
can be formed by circumnavigating the space, not just by
the plaquettes in the lattice. This increases the number of
6-loops and thereby decreases the energy. So, for a grain of
a given N which we assume to be connected, the lowest-
energy honeycomb configuration will be a torus which is
long and thin, so that 6-loops can wrap around the width of
the torus.
In Fig. 3, we show the energy of various graphs as a
function ofN, as calculated with algorithmic loop counting.
The blue curve shows graphs which are flat tori with a
minor circumference of 6, so that 6-loops may form by
winding around the width of the torus. Therefore N is
changed by changing the major circumference, i.e. making
the torus “longer.” The red curve shows the energy per
vertex of isotropic toroidal graphs, where the major and
minor circumferences are equal. It can be see that the 6-by-
6 torus does indeed have the lowest energy per vertex of the
honeycomb graphs shown, with the energy per vertex of the
long thin tori becoming constant for large N. A graph made
up of isolated cubes has an energy per vertex of 0.6385 with
our parameters, which is significantly lower than any of the
honeycomb graphs presented in Fig 3. This shows a clear
tendency for the formation of a disconnected space, which
would make the model a poor description of our Universe.
This is discussed further in the Conclusion.
It is worth noting that, although it is not always possible
to tile an arbitrary space with a honeycomb lattice (see, for
example, a buckyball, which must include some 5-loops in
order to adopt spherical topology), this is a geometric
constraint and has no bearing on the topology that a graph
may adopt.
IV. HYPERVALENCE
The existence of a connected latticelike ground state is an
important requirement of QG. All of the terms in the
Hamiltonian and all of the values used in our calculations
were originally tailored to favor a connected honeycomb
graph as the low-energy state; however as we have seen there
exist disjoint states of lower energy. The simplest solution to
this problem is to modify the QG Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) by
introducing a term which will drive connectivity. In par-
ticular, here we introduce a generalization of the valence
term HV [Eq. (2)], which we call the “hypervalence.”
While the valence depends on the degree of each vertex,
the hypervalence also depends on the 2-degree and
3-degree, i.e. the number of vertices at distance 2 and 3
from the initial vertex. The hypervalence energy is
defined as
HHV ≡
X
i
gv1ep1ðvi;1−v1Þ
2 þ gv2ep2ðvi;2−v2Þ2
þ gv3ep3ðvi;3−v3Þ2 ð7Þ
and the parameters here are all analogous to those in the
valence term. vi;d is the number of vertices at distance d
from vertex i, gvd is a positive real number determining the
strength of the dth term and pd is a dimensionless real
number determining the penalty for deviation from the
ideal d-degree, vd.
In principle, the number of terms within the hyper-
valence term could extend to N. Equation (7) has been
restricted to three terms for computational tractability, and
therefore the weighting parameters gvd and pd must be
selected so as to be negligible for d > 3. Rapidly decaying
couplings also imply a kind of pseudolocality in the
model—vertices an arbitrary distance away do affect the
energy contribution from a given vertex, but this contribu-
tion quickly becomes negligible as the distance increases.
For the modified Hamiltonian to give rise to a regular
ground state, we require vd ¼ dv1. In keeping with the
original model, we set v1 ¼ v0 ¼ 3, gV1 ¼ gV ¼ 1 and
p1 ¼ p ¼ 1.2. For higher-degree terms to contribute neg-
ligibly, coupling constants were chose to scale as gVd ¼
ðgV1=d!Þd and the pd were fixed so that the argument of the
exponential of each term in the hypervalence is equal for
the empty graph. This leads to p3 ¼ 4p2=9 ¼ p1=4. Other
values are in principle possible, so long as higher-degree
terms contribute significantly less than lower-degree terms.
FIG. 3 (color online). Plot of the energy per vertex of various
graphs as a function of the number of vertices N, using
parameters based on Konopka et al. [8]. The red line shows
the energy per vertex of isomorphic toroidal honeycomb graphs,
where the major and minor circumferences are equal. The blue
line shows honeycomb graphs where the minor circumference is
fixed at 6, and only the major circumference is varied. For
comparison, with our parameters a graph made up of isolated
cubes always has an energy per vertex of 0.6385, which is notably
lower than any of these honeycomb graphs. From this figure, the
N → ∞ limit is not certain, but there does not seem to be any
indication that larger subgraphs will be more favorable at largeN.
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Numerical simulation of the ripening of this new model
was performed starting from an empty graph on N ¼ 36
under the epitaxial approximation, with various stages of
the ripening process along with the final low-energy state
shown in Fig. 4. This low-energy graph is connected,
making it a better representation of a continuous space than
the low-energy graph in Fig. 2. However it is still not the
kind of latticelike graph hoped for by the QG program, nor
does it have any obvious interpretation in terms of an
emergent geometry.
Explicit calculations show, however, that with the hyper-
valence term, an isotropic connected honeycomb graph is
lower in energy than both the isolated cubes and the
low-energy state found by the epitaxial approximation
shown in Fig. 4. The honeycomb graph has an energy
of 38.5950, while the graph in Fig. 4(f) has an energy of
46.2645 and the isolated cubes shown in Fig. 1(d) have an
energy of 5.0830 × 104. There are two important implica-
tions of this: (1) the addition of the hypervalence term is
sufficient to favor an extended, flat, latticelike ground state,
and (2) the epitaxial approximation is not sufficient to find
the ground state. The insufficiency of the simple epitaxial
approximation employed here implies the importance of
higher-order process, where multiple edges may be added
or deleted simultaneously. However, simulating such proc-
esses is computationally difficult and beyond the scope of
this work.
V. CONCLUSION
Ripening under the epitaxial approximation leads to the
formation of a disconnected space. Clearly, a disconnected
space is not a good representation of the Universe in which
we live. The concept of disconnected space may hint at
some interpretation in terms of a multiverse scheme, but
only if any of the individual grains in the graph are large
enough to support the large extended Universe we find
ourselves in. This tendency to form disconnected spaces
was noticed previously [11], and was a key motivation for
this work.
The epitaxial approximation considered in this work
only allowed for one-edge processes, where only one edge
may be created or deleted at any time. Extending this
approach to include the possibility of two-edge processes,
where either two edges are created or deleted simulta-
neously, or where two edges hop to different positions
simultaneously, may radically alter the graph dynamics
presented here. It must be assumed that such processes are
lower-probability events, but if they are sufficiently ener-
getically favorable when compared with single-edge proc-
esses they may still dominate, or at least influence, graph
evolution.
We have demonstrated that the honeycomb graph is not
the ground state of the original QG model. Since the model
was designed to give the honeycomb graph as a ground
state, this may be considered a partial failure of the model.
However, we have demonstrated that a simple extension of
the model to include a hypervalence term restores the
possibility that the connected honeycomb graph may be the
ground state. Furthermore, we have shown that the epitaxial
approximation employed in [11] is not sufficient to return
the true ground state of the model, at least when the model
is extended to include a hypervalence term.
We have proposed a solution to this connectivity
problem by including an additional term in the
Hamiltonian, which we have called “hypervalence.” This
term depends not only on the degree of each vertex but also
on the 2- and 3-degree (and, ideally, all higher degrees in a
rapidly converging manner). Hypervalence is a natural
extension of the valence term in the original model, and
its inclusion leads the model to favor a connected graph.
While isolated cubes were found to have lower energy than
a connected honeycomb lattice in the original model, the
honeycomb lattice does become a lower-energy state and a
potential ground state when the hypervalence term is
considered. However, the lowest-energy state found under
an epitaxial approach was not the honeycomb graph, nor
any other latticelike graph with a clear interpretation as a
geometrical space. The lowest-energy state attained by this
approach was also higher in energy than the honeycomb
graph, which indicates a failure of the epitaxial approxi-
mation to reproduce the QG ground state.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Stages of the ripening process under the
hypervalence term. Graphs are shown after the formation of
(a) 18, (b) 27, (c) 33, (d) 36, (e) 43 and (f) 54 edges. It can be seen
that this does favour a connected graph, but the low energy state
in (f) is not latticelike and there is no immediately evident
emergent geometry. The lowest energy state here is still higher in
energy than the regular two-dimensional honeycomb lattice,
indicating a failure of the epitaxial approximation to arrive at
the ground state of the model.
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